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Abstract: - Proposed method, called Probabilistic Nodes Combination (PNC), is the method of 2D curve 

modeling and handwriting identification by using the set of key points. Nodes are treated as characteristic 

points of signature or handwriting for modeling and writer recognition. Identification of handwritten letters or 

symbols need modeling and the model of each individual symbol or character is built by a choice of probability 

distribution function and nodes combination. PNC modeling via nodes combination and parameter γ as 

probability distribution function enables curve parameterization and interpolation for each specific letter or 

symbol. Two-dimensional curve is modeled and interpolated via nodes combination and different functions as 

continuous probability distribution functions: polynomial, sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, logarithm, exponent, 

arc sin, arc cos, arc tan, arc cot or power function. 
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1   Introduction 
Handwriting identification and writer verification 

are still the open questions in artificial intelligence 

and computer vision. Handwriting based author 

recognition offers a huge number of significant 

implementations which make it an important 

research area in pattern recognition, [1]. There are 

so many possibilities and applications of the 

recognition algorithms that implemented methods 

have to be concerned with a single problem. 

Handwriting and signature identification represents 

such a significant problem. In the case of writer 

recognition, described in this paper, each person is 

represented by the set of modeled letters or 

symbols. The sketch of the proposed method 

consists of three steps: first a handwritten letter or 

symbol must be modeled by a curve, then 

compared with an unknown letter and finally there 

is a decision of identification. Author recognition 

of handwriting and signature is based on the choice 

of key points and curve modeling. Reconstructed 

curve does not have to be smooth in the nodes 

because a writer does not think about smoothing 

during the handwriting. Curve interpolation in 

handwriting identification is not only a pure 

mathematical problem but an important task in 

pattern recognition and artificial intelligence such 

as: biometric recognition [2], [3], [4], personalized 

handwriting recognition [5], automatic forensic 

document examination [6], [7], classification of 

ancient manuscripts [8]. Also writer recognition in 

monolingual handwritten texts is an extensive area 

of study and the methods independent from the 

language are well-seen. Proposed method 

represents a language-independent and text-

independent approach because it identifies the 

author via a single letter or symbol from the 

sample. This novel method is also applicable to 

short handwritten text. 

Writer recognition methods in the recent years 

are going to various directions: writer recognition 

using multi-script handwritten texts, [9], 

introduction of new features, [10], combining 

different types of features, [3], studying the 

sensitivity of character size on writer identification, 

[11], investigating writer identification in multi-

script environments, [9], impact of ruling lines on 

writer identification, [12], model perturbed 

handwriting [13], methods based on run-length 

features [14,3], the edge-direction and edge-hinge 

features [2], a combination of codebook and visual 

features extracted from chain code and polygonized 

representation of contours, [15], the autoregressive 

coefficients [9], codebook and efficient code 

extraction methods [16], texture analysis with 

Gabor filters and extracting features, [17], using 

Hidden Markov Model [18], [19]. [20] or Gaussian 

Mixture Model, [1]. But no method is dealing with 

writer identification via curve modeling or 

interpolation and points comparison as it is 

presented in this paper.  
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The author wants to approach a problem of 

curve interpolation, [21], [22], [23], and shape 

modeling, [24] by characteristic points in 

handwriting identification. Proposed method relies 

on node combination and functional modeling of 

curve points situated between the basic set of key 

points. The functions that are used in calculations 

represent a whole family of elementary functions 

with inverse functions: polynomials, trigonometric, 

cyclometric, logarithmic, exponential and power 

functions. These functions are treated as probability 

distribution functions in the range [0;1]. Nowadays 

methods apply mainly polynomial functions, for 

example Bernstein polynomials in Bezier curves, 

splines and NURBS, [25]. But Bezier curves do not 

represent the interpolation method and cannot be 

used for example in signature and handwriting 

modeling with characteristic points (nodes). 

Numerical methods for data interpolation are based 

on polynomial or trigonometric functions, for 

example Lagrange, Newton, Aitken and Hermite 

methods. These methods have some weak sides, 

[26] and are not sufficient for curve interpolation in 

the situations when the curve cannot be built by 

polynomials or trigonometric functions. Proposed 

2D curve interpolation is the functional modeling 

via any elementary functions and it helps us to fit 

the curve during handwriting identification. 

This paper presents novel Probabilistic Nodes 

Combination (PNC) method of curve interpolation 

and takes up PNC method of two-dimensional 

curve modeling via the examples using the family 

of Hurwitz-Radon matrices (MHR method), [27], 

but not only (other nodes combinations). The 

method of PNC requires minimal assumptions: the 

only information about a curve is the set of at least 

two nodes. Proposed PNC method is applied in 

handwriting identification via different coefficients: 

polynomial, sinusoidal, cosinusoidal, tangent, 

cotangent, logarithmic, exponential, arc sin, arc 

cos, arc tan, arc cot or power. Function for PNC 

calculations is chosen individually at each 

modeling and it represents the probability 

every point situated between two successive 

interpolation knots. PNC method uses nodes of the 

curve pi = (xi,yi R2, i = 1,2,…n: 

1. PNC needs 2 knots or more (n ≥ 2); 

2. If first node and last node are the same (p1 

= pn), then curve is closed (contour); 

3. For more precise modeling knots ought to 

be settled at key points of the curve, for 

example local minimum or maximum and 

at least one node between two successive 

local extrema. 

Condition 3 means for example the highest point of 

the curve in a particular orientation, convexity 

changing or curvature extrema. The goal of this 

paper is to answer the question: how to model a 

handwritten letter or symbol by a set of knots [28]? 

 
 

2   Probabilistic Interpolation 
The method of PNC is computing points between 

two successive nodes of the curve: calculated 

points are interpolated and parameterized for real 

number   [0;1] in the range of two successive 

nodes. PNC method uses the combinations of nodes 

p1=(x1,y1), p2=(x2,y2),…, pn=(xn,yn) as h(p1,p2,…,pm) 

and m = 1,2,…n to interpolate second coordinate y 

for first coordinate c = xi+ (1-)xi+1, i = 1,2,…n-

1: 
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The examples of other nodes combinations: 
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or others. Nodes combination is chosen 

individually for each curve. Formula (1) represents 

curve parameterization as α  [0;1]: 

 

x() =  xi + (1-)xi+1   
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and 
),...,,())(1)(())(1()()( 211 mii ppphFFyFyFy   

, 

1211 )),...,,())(1(()()(   imii yppphFyyFy 

. 

Proposed parameterization gives us the infinite 

number of possibilities for curve calculations 

(determined by choice of F and h) as there is the 

infinite number of human signatures, handwritten 

letters and symbols. Nodes combination is the 

individual feature of each modeled curve (for 

example a handwritten letter or signature). 

Coefficient γ = F(α) and nodes combination h are 

key factors in PNC curve interpolation and shape 

modeling.  

 

2.1 Interpolating Functions in PNC 

Modeling 
Points settled between the nodes are computed 

using the PNC method. Each real number c  [a;b] 

is calculated by a convex combination c =   a + 

(1 - )  b for 

     

        
ab

cb




  [0;1].                                                      

 

Key question is dealing with coefficient γ in (1). 

The simplest way of PNC calculation means h = 0 

and γ = α (basic probability distribution). Then 

PNC represents a linear interpolation. MHR 

method, [30], is not a linear interpolation. MHR, 

[31], is the example of PNC modeling. Each 

interpolation requires specific distribution of 

parameter α and γ (1) depends on parameter α  

[0;1]: 

  

γ = F(α),  F:[0;1]→[0;1],  F(0) = 0,  F(1) = 1 

 

and F is strictly monotonic. Coefficient γ is 

calculated using different functions (polynomials, 

power functions, sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, 

logarithm, exponent, arc sin, arc cos, arc tan or arc 

cot, also inverse functions) and choice of function 

is connected with initial requirements and curve 

specifications. Different values of coefficient γ are 

connected with applied functions F(α). These 

functions γ = F(α) represent the examples of 

probability distribution functions for random 

variable α[0;1] and real number s > 0:  

 

γ=αs, γ=sin(αs·π/2), γ=sins(α·π/2), γ=1-

cos(αs·π/2), γ=1-coss(α·π/2), γ=tan(αs·π/4), 

γ=tans(α·π/4), γ=log2(α
s+1), γ=log2

s(α+1), 

γ=(2α–1)s, γ=2/π·arcsin(αs), 

γ=(2/π·arcsinα)s, γ=1-2/π·arccos(αs), γ=1-

(2/π·arccosα)s, γ=4/π·arctan(αs), 

γ=(4/π·arctanα)s, γ=ctg(π/2–αs·π/4), 

γ=ctgs(π/2-α·π/4), γ=2-4/π·arcctg(αs), γ=(2-

4/π·arcctgα)s. 

 

Functions above, used in γ calculations, are strictly 

monotonic for the random variable α[0;1] as γ = 

F(α) is probability distribution function. Also 

inverse functions F-1(α) are appropriate for γ 

calculations. Choice of function and value s 

depends on curve specifications and individual 

requirements. Considering nowadays used 

probability distribution functions for random 

variable α[0;1] - one distribution is dealing with 

the range [0;1]: beta distribution. Probability 

density function f for random variable α[0;1] is: 

 
rscf )1()(    , s ≥ 0, r ≥ 0.       (3) 

 

When r = 0 probability density function (3) 

represents scf  )(  and then probability 

distribution function F is like 23)(  f  and γ = 

α3. If s and r are positive integer numbers then γ is 

the polynomial, for example )1(6)(  f  and γ 

= 3α2-2α3. Beta distribution gives us coefficient γ in 

(1) as polynomial because of interdependence 

between probability density f and distribution F 

functions: 

)(')(  Ff   , dttfF )()(
0




 .       (4) 

 

For example (4):     ef )(   and  

1)1()(   eF . 

 

What is very important in PNC method: two curves 

(for example a handwritten letter or signature) may 

have the same set of nodes but different h or γ 

results in different interpolations (Fig.6-14). 

Algorithm of the PNC interpolation and 

modeling (1) looks as follows: 

 

Step 1: Choice of knots pi at key points. 

Step 2: Choice of nodes combination 

h(p1,p2,…,pm). 

Step 3: Choice of distribution γ = F(α). 

Step 4: Determining values of α: α = 0.1, 0.2…0.9 

(nine points) or 0.01, 0.02…0.99 (99 points) or 

others. 

Step 5: The computations (1). 
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These five steps can be treated as the algorithm of 

the PNC method of curve modeling and 

interpolation (1). 

Curve interpolation has to implement the 

coefficients γ. Each strictly monotonic function F 

between points (0;0) and (1;1) can be used in PNC 

interpolation. 

 

 

3   Handwriting Modeling and 

Recognition 
The PNC method enables signature and 

handwriting recognition. This process of 

recognition consists of three parts: 

1. Modeling – choice of nodes combination and 

probabilistic distribution function (1) for 

known signature or handwritten letters; 

2. Unknown writer - choice of characteristic 

points (nodes) for unknown signature or 

handwritten word and the coefficients of 

points between nodes; 

3. Decision of recognition - comparing the 

results of PNC interpolation for known 

models with coordinates of unknown text. 

 

3.1   Modeling – The Basis of Patterns 
Known letters or symbols ought to be modeled by 

the choice of nodes, determining specific nodes 

combination and characteristic probabilistic 

distribution function. For example a handwritten 

word or signature “rw” may look different for 

persons A, B or others. How to model “rw” for 

some persons via the PNC method? Each model 

has to be described by the set of nodes for letters 

“r” and “w”, nodes combination h and a function 

γ=F(α) for each letter. Less complicated models 

can take h(p1,p2,…,pm) = 0 and then the formula of 

interpolation (1) looks as follows: 
 

1)1()(  ii yycy  . 

 

It is linear interpolation for basic probability 

distribution (γ = α). How does the first letter “r” be 

modeled in three versions for nodes combination h 

= 0 and α=0.1,0.2…0.9? Of course α is a random 

variable and  α[0;1]. 

 

Person A  

Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;3) and γ = F(α) = α2: 
 

 
Fig. 1: PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points 

between nodes. 
 

Person B 

Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;2) and γ = F(α) = α2: 

 
Fig. 2: PNC modeling of letter “r” with four nodes. 
 

Person C 

Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3), (7;4) and γ = F(α) = α3: 

 
Fig. 3: PNC modeling of handwritten letter “r”. 
 

These three versions of letter “r” (Fig.1-3) with 

nodes combination h = 0 differ at fourth node and 

probability distribution functions  γ = F(α). Much 

more possibilities of modeling are connected with a 

choice of nodes combination h(p1,p2,…,pm). MHR 

method, [32], uses the combination (2) with good 

features because of orthogonal rows and columns at 

Hurwitz-Radon family of matrices: 
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and then (1) 
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Here are two examples of PNC modeling with 

MHR combination (2). 
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Person D 

Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3) and γ = F(α) = α2: 

 
Fig. 4: PNC modeling of letter “r” with three 

nodes. 
 

Person E 

Nodes (1;3), (3;1), (5;3) and γ = F(α) = α1.5: 

 
Fig. 5: PNC modeling of handwritten letter “r”. 
 

Fig.1-5 shows modeling of the letter “r”. Now let 

us consider a letter “w” with nodes combination h = 

0. 

 

Person A  

Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 

(5α - 1)/4: 

 
Fig. 6: PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points 

between nodes. 

 

Person B 

Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 

sin(α·π/2): 

 
Fig. 7: PNC modeling of letter “w” with five nodes. 
 

 

 

Person C 

Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;2), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 

sin3.5(α·π/2): 

 
Fig. 8: PNC modeling of handwritten letter “w”. 

 

These three versions of letter “w” (Fig.6-8) with 

nodes combination h = 0 and the same nodes differ 

only at probability distribution functions γ = F(α). 

Fig.9 is the example of nodes combination h (2) 

from MHR method: 

 

Person D  

Nodes (2;2), (3;1), (4;1), (5;1), (6;2) and γ = F(α) = 

2α - 1: 

 
Fig. 9: PNC modeling for nine reconstructed points 

between nodes. 

 
Examples above have one function γ = F(α) and 

one combination h for all ranges between nodes. 

But it is possible to create a model with functions γi 

= Fi(α) and combinations hi individually for a range 

of nodes (pi;pi+1). It enables very precise modeling 

of handwritten symbols between each successive 

pair of nodes. 

   Each person has its own characteristic and 

individual handwritten letters, numbers or other 

marks. The range of coefficients x has to be the 

same for all models because of comparing 

appropriate coordinates y. Every letter is modeled 

by PNC via three factors: the set of nodes, 

probability distribution function γ = F(α) and nodes 

combination h. These three factors are chosen 

individually for each letter, therefore this 

information about modeled letters seems to be 

enough for specific PNC curve interpolation, 

comparing and handwriting identification. Function 

γ is selected via the analysis of points between 

nodes and we may assume h = 0 at the beginning. 
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What is very important - PNC modeling is 

independent of the language or a kind of symbol 

(letters, numbers or others). One person may have 

several patterns for one handwritten letter. 

Summarize: every person has the basis of patterns 

for each handwritten letter or symbol, described by 

the set of nodes, probability distribution function γ 

= F(α) and nodes combination h. Whole basis of 

patterns consists of models Sj for j = 0,1,2,3…K. 

 

3.2 Unknown Author – Points of 

Handwritten Character 
Choice of characteristic points (nodes) for 

unknown letters or handwritten symbols is a crucial 

factor in object recognition. The range of 

coefficients x has to be the same like the x range on 

the basis of patterns. Knots of the curve (opened or 

closed) ought to be settled at key points, for 

example local minimum or maximum (the highest 

point of the curve in a particular orientation), 

convexity changing or curvature maximum and at 

least one node between two successive key points. 

When the nodes are fixed, each coordinate of every 

chosen point on the curve (x0
c,y0

c), (x1
c,y1

c),…, 

(xM
c,yM

c) is accessible to be used for comparison 

with the models. Then probability distribution 

function γ = F(α) and nodes combination h have to 

be taken from the basis of modeled letters to 

calculate appropriate second coordinates yi
(j) of the 

pattern Sj for first coordinates xi
c, i = 0,1,…,M. 

After interpolation it is possible to compare given 

handwritten symbol with a letter in the basis of 

patterns. 

 

3.3   Recognition – The Writer 
Comparing the results of PNC interpolation for 

required second coordinates of a model in the basis 

of patterns with points on the curve (x0
c,y0

c), 

(x1
c,y1

c),…, (xM
c,yM

c), we can say if the letter or 

symbol is written by person A, B or another. The 

comparison and decision of recognition, [33], is 

done via minimal distance criterion. Curve points 

of unknown handwritten symbol are: (x0
c,y0

c), 

(x1
c,y1

c),…, (xM
c,yM

c). The criterion of recognition 

for models Sj = {(x0
c,y0

(j)), (x1
c,y1

(j)),…, (xM
c,yM

(j))}, 

j=0,1,2,3…K is given as: 

 

min
0

)(




M

i

j

i

c

i yy . 

 

Minimal distance criterion helps us to fix a 

candidate for an unknown writer as a person from 

the model Sj . 

4   Conclusions 
The method of Probabilistic Nodes Combination 

(PNC) enables interpolation and modeling of two-

dimensional curves, [34], using nodes 

combinations and different coefficients γ: 

polynomial, sinusoidal, cosinusoidal, tangent, 

cotangent, logarithmic, exponential, arc sin, arc 

cos, arc tan, arc cot or power function, also inverse 

functions. Function for γ calculations is chosen 

individually at each curve modeling and it is treated 

as probability distribution function: γ depends on 

initial requirements and curve specifications. PNC 

method leads to curve interpolation as handwriting 

or signature identification via discrete set of fixed 

knots. PNC makes possible the combination of two 

important problems: interpolation and modeling in 

a matter of writer identification. Main features of 

PNC method are: 

a) the smaller distance between knots the 

better; 

b) calculations for coordinates close to zero 

and nearby extremum require more 

attention because of importance of these 

points; 

c) PNC interpolation develops a linear 

interpolation into other functions as 

probability distribution functions; 

d) PNC is a generalization of MHR method 

via different nodes combinations; 

e) interpolation of L points is connected with 

the computational cost of rank O(L) as in 

MHR method; 

f) nodes combination and coefficient γ are 

crucial in the process of curve probabilistic 

parameterization and interpolation: they are 

computed individually for a single curve. 

 

Future works are going to: application of PNC 

method in signature and handwriting recognition, 

choice and features of nodes combinations and 

coefficient γ, implementation of PNC in computer 

vision and artificial intelligence: shape geometry, 

contour modelling, object recognition and curve 

parameterization. 
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